Abstract. Rational loops played a central role in Uhlenbeck's construction of harmonic maps into Un (chiral model in physics), and they are generated by simple elements with one pole and one zero constructed from Hermitian projections. It has been believed for long time that nilpotent loops should be added to generate rational loop groups with noncompact reality conditions. We prove a somewhat unexpected theorem that projective loops are enough to generate the rational loop groups L − GLnC, L − GLnR, and L − Up,q.
Introduction
One motivation to study generator theorems for rational loop groups is clear: the dressing action of any rational loop on the solution space of an integrable PDE system or associated geometric problem can be computed as compositions of the actions of simple generators. Ideally the geometric transformations corresponding to these simple generators might also be easy to control. Thus a brief review of dressing and geometric transformations follows.
The subject of geometric transformations, generating new solutions of geometric problems from any given one such as Bäcklund transformations, has a long history and was a central topic of classic differential geometry. The main idea came from the geometry of line or sphere congruence. In contrast, the original idea of dressing to generate new solutions of soliton equations or integrable systems was quite recent, and goes back to Zakharov-Shabat [13] . It looks simple in algebra: Given unique group factorizations via two subgroups in different orders G = G − · G + = G + · G − , e.g. g − g + =g +g− . Then g − * g + :=g + defines an action of G − on G + , named dressing. In our context G − and G + are usually two complementary subgroups of a loop group, for example L − GL n C (holomorphic near and normalized at ∞) and L + GL n C (holomorphic on C) are two complementary subgroups of LGL n C. Then Birkhoff Factorisation Theorem guarantees that the dressing action is well-defined at least locally.
But the link between dressing and classical geometric transformations is not fully justified until the work of Terng-Uhlenbeck [7] . It is based on the dressing of a very simple rational loop in L − GL n C:
where C n = V ⊕ W and π V , π W are projections onto V , W along the other subspace. Then its dressing on h ∈ L + GL n C has a simple formula by residue calculus: p α,β,V,W * h = p α,β,V,W · h · p β,α,Ṽ ,W ∈ L + GL n C, whereṼ := h(α) −1 (V )
andW := h(β) −1 (W ), as long asṼ ⊕W = C n . In addition to many DarbouxBäcklund transformations identified as dressing in [7] , Ribaucour transformations in Terng-Wang [9] , Tzitzéica transformations in Wang [12] and Lin-Wang-Wang [4] , etc., have also been identified as dressing. Dressing of rational loops also played an important role in Uhlenbeck's construction of harmonic maps into U n (or classical solutions of chiral model in physics) [11] . It has been proved there that L − U n is generated by simple elements of the form
where π is any Hermitian orthogonal projection of C n onto some subspace. Motivated by this work, Donaldson-Fox-Goertsches [1] found generators for the rational loop groups of all classical compact matrix groups and G 2 . Then Goertsches [2] showed any element in the full rational loop group L − GL n C can be written as products of p α,β,V,W and m α,k,N = I + 1
where k is a positive integer and N is a two-step nilpotent map, i.e. N 2 = 0. The new type of loops m α,k,N has the special feature of having only one singularity and is constructed from nilpotent maps instead of projections. However their dressing formulas are quite complicated as showed in [2] . We simply call p α,β,V,W and m α,k,N projective and nilpotent loops respectively. Goertsches also showed a similar result for L − GL n R. Such nilpotent loops are naturally added as generators from the point of view of Lie theory as an analogue of Iwasawa decomposition for noncompact real semisimple Lie groups.
While our motivation in dressing or geometry is clear, our main theorems in this paper are still a little surprising from the point of view of Lie theory: some projective loops are enough to generate the rational loop groups L − GL n C, L − GL n R, and L − U p,q . Thus any rational dressing can be computed via iterations of projective ones, which can be carried out efficiently by computer software.
In Section 2 we first review Goertsches' theorems and summarize his technical induction involving nilpotent loops as a theorem: The polynomial loops GL n C[(λ − α)
−1 ], or the rational loops with only one fixed singularity are generated by nilpotent loops with the same pole. Then we prove our first two theorems that these nilpotent loops are in fact products of projective loops, which implies L − GL n C and L − GL n R are generated by projective loops alone despite their noncompactness.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the extension of these results to L − U p,q . In Section 3 we show the rational loops in L − U p,p with only one fixed singularity are generated by similar nilpotent loops m α,k,N , while the rational loops in L − U p,q (p = q) with only one fixed singularity are generated by m α,k,N and a new type of nilpotent loops n α,k,N where N is 3-step nilpotent. In Section 4 we apply standard induction to give a table of generators for L − U p,q with both projective and nilpotent loops. Finally in Section 5 we show that these nilpotent loops as generators turns out also to be products of projective loops in L − U p,q . While the proofs seem easy for L − GL n C, L − GL n R cases from the basic example, the proof for L − U p,q case turns out to be quite involved.
In the last section we propose a few open problems. For example, it would be desirable to have a direct proof of our generating theorems without taking the detour through the "unnecessary" nilpotent loops.
Preliminaries and Notation:
For convenience, this paper uses L − GL n C to denote the full rational loop group, i.e., the set of all non-degenerate n × n matrices of rational functions, normalized at ∞: g(∞) = I. Let L − GL n R denote its subgroup satisfying the GL n R-reality condition: τ (g(λ)) = g(λ), where τ (A) = A is the antiholomorphic involution fixing GL n R. For real parameters, such rational loops naturally take values in GL n R.
Assume that 0 < p ≤ q, p + q = n. The group U p,q is the fixed point set of the antiholomorphic involution τ (A) = (A * ) −1 , where A * is the adjoint of A with respect to the inner product v, w = −
. For real parameters these loops take values in U p,q .
We say that α ∈ CP 1 is a pole of g ∈ L − GL n C if α is a pole of some matrix entry of g. If α is not a pole of g, we say that α is a zero of g if g(α) is singular. Finally, α is a singularity of g if it is a pole or a zero. If α ∈ CP 1 is a pole of g, there is a unique number k ≥ 1 such that the map (λ − α) k−1 g has a pole at α, but (λ − α) k g has no pole at α. If we denote the evaluation of (λ − α) k g at α by A, we call the pair (k, rank A) the pole data of g at α. There is a natural ordering on the possible pole data: (k 1 , n 1 ) < (k 2 , n 2 ) if and only if k 1 < k 2 or (k 1 = k 2 and n 1 < n 2 ). It thus makes sense to compare degrees of poles.
Factorization of nilpotent loops
In [2] the second named author obtained generating theorems for the full rational loop group of GL(n, C) and for the subgroup of loops satisfying the reality condition with respect to the noncompact real form GL(n, R). The new feature of these theorems, compared to other generating theorems, was the occurrence of a new type of simple loops m α,k,N with only one singularity, see Table 1 below.
For the full rational loop group, the theorem read
The rational loop group L − GL n C is generated by the simple elements given in Table 1 .
Name
Definition Conditions
The hardest part in the induction proof of this theorem is to deal with the special loop with only one singularity. We summarize the algebraic property of nilpotent loops as a separate theorem:
The rational loops in L − GL n C and L − GL n R with only one fixed singularity at α, or the polynomial loops GL n [(λ − α)
−1 ]:
are generated by the nilpotent loops m α,k,N in Tables 1 respectively 2 .
In this section we aim to show that the nilpotent loops m α,k,N are in fact not necessary to generate this loop group. Namely, we show:
The rational loop group L − GL n C is generated by the simple elements p α,β,V,W alone.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1 we only need to show that any nilpotent loop m α,k,N can be written as a product of simple elements of type p α,β,V,W . We do this by induction on k.
Any two-step nilpotent endomorphism N has a Jordan normal form SN S 
are both projective loops. Assuming the result holds for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, we now prove it for k = n. Choosing again any β = α, we compute m α,n,J (λ) = 1
The expression inside the square brackets factors as
so we just have to show that
can be factored as the product of projective loops. Because α is only a simple root of the degree n polynomial (λ − α) [ 
, we can use partial fraction decomposition to decompose (2.1) as the product of factors of the form 1
1 , where 0 < l i < n, and apply the induction hypothesis, to each factor.
The generators for L − GL n R were found similarly in [2] :
The rational loop group L − GL n R is generated by the simple elements in Table 2 .
Similarly to the case of the full rational loop group, we can show that the nilpotent loops m α,k,N are not necessary and obtain: Theorem 2.5. The rational L − GL n R is generated by the simple elements p α,β,V,W , q α,β,V,W and r α,β,V,W alone.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3; we show that any loop of the form m α,k,N is a product of loops p α,β,V,W and q α,β,V,W , by induction on k.
A real two-step nilpotent matrix is, in GL(n, R), conjugate to a block diagonal matrix, with blocks only 0 and J := 0 1 0 0 . So again, we only have to show that the loops
where α ∈ R, can be factored as the product of loops of the form p and q. We can follow the proof of Theorem 2.3 (taking β ∈ R) until the point where, in the induction step, we have to show that the loop
where α = β ∈ R, can be factored as a product of loops p and q. We first claim that the real polynomial
n ] has only simple (complex) roots. Clearly, α is a simple root. If µ ∈ C was a multiple root of this polynomial, then it was a zero of both (λ − α) n − (λ − β) n and its derivative
, which implies µ − α = µ − β, i.e., which was only possible if α = β.
Thus, partial fraction decomposition shows that the loop (2.2) can be factored as the product of loops of the form (1) 1
1
Loops of the first kind were already dealt with in the base case of the induction. For the factorization of the second type of loops let γ, γ ∈ C \ R be the conjugate roots of (λ − ξ)(λ − ξ) + 1 = 0, so that
Then we can decompose
into a product of two loops of type q. For the factorization of loops of the third kind we observe first that for a small positive number η > 0 the polynomial (λ − ξ)(λ − ξ) + ηλ = 0 has no real root. Let γ, γ ∈ C \ R be the roots of (λ − ξ)(λ − ξ) + ηλ = 0, i.e.,
into a product of loops of type q.
3. The algebraic loops of L − U p,q with only one singularity
We will first study the negative algebraic loops of L − U p,q with only one singularity, and prove that they can also be written as the products of some nilpotent loops.
The nilpotent loops needed for the proof are given in Table 3 , where the loops n α,k,N are needed only for the case p = q. 
Recall the notation for L − U p,q defined in Section 1. Assume V ⊂ C n is a subspace isotropic with respect to ·, · , then ·, · is definite on V ⊕ sV and we have an Hermitian orthogonal decomposition of C n into three subspaces:
The last row in Table 3 needs a little explanation: If V is an isotropic subspace, and M : (V ⊕ sV ) ⊥ → V an arbitrary linear map, then we denote also by M the extension of M by zero on
⊥ , which in turn is sent to V . In particular, N 2 sends sV to V and
To show that the nilpotent loops in Table 3 satisfy the reality condition observe that they fit into the following framework:
Lemma 3.1. Let N * = −N and N r = 0 for some r ≥ 1. Then for any α ∈ R and k ∈ N,
Proof. Rationality is clear because of the nilpotency of N . For the reality condition we calculate
where we used dτ (X) = −X * for all X ∈ gl(n, C).
Remark 3.2. By the above lemma, it is easy to see m α,k,N and n α,k,N in Table 3 satisfy the U p,q -reality condition for any rank of N .
The following lemmas about the existence of simple factors of type m α,k,N and n α,k,N will be crucial for the proof. 
for all v and w, the image of N is isotropic. Furthermore ker
⊥ . If we set V = im N , then the map N is defined by its restriction N : sV → V , and the map N • s : V → V is anti-self-adjoint with respect to the standard inner product (v, w) = sv, w :
So for the converse direction, if v ∈ V and w / ∈ V ⊥ with v, w ∈ i · R are given, write w = sw 0 +w withw 0 ∈ V andw ∈ V ⊥ and note that (w 0 , v) = w, v ∈ i · R. We can therefore choose a mapÑ :
Next we will explain that N can be chosen to have rank at most 2. For that, it suffices to chooseÑ with rank at most 2. Let m = dim V , and choose
can defineÑ = U * N U , which has rank at most 2.
and consequently,
as desired. Next we consider the ranks of M and N . Assume
we have rank M = 1 and rank N = 2. Now we can discuss the factorizations of the negative algebraic loops with one singularity into nilpotent loops:
with only singularity at α, α ∈ R. Then when p = q (resp. p = q), we have that g(λ) can be written as the product of the nilpotent loops m α,k,N (resp. m α,k,N , n α,k,N ) as in Table 3 .
Proof. We write
with r ≥ 1, A r = 0 and A 0 = I. The reality condition written out explicitly is
The type of induction we will use is the same as in the second part of the proof of [2, Theorem 3.1]. We use the same notation as there:
and
For i ≥ 1, the spaces V i are isotropic, and V 0 is perpendicular to V 1 , so since g is supposed to be nonconstant, V 0 = C n . Thus, no analogue of the last part of the proof of [2, Theorem 3.1] is needed here.
Let
For a loop g as above, we define an associated tuple
We will use Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 to construct nilpotent m α,k,N , k ∈ N, rank N ≤ 2, n α,k,N , k ∈ N, rank N = 2 to reduce the total ordering: ǫ(g). Since the remainder of the proof is significantly different in the case p = q, we treat it in the following two separate Propositions 3.6 and 3.7. In addition, we will prove Proposition 3.8 to decompose m α,k,N , k ∈ N, rank N = 2 into the product of two m α,k,N , k ∈ N, rank N = 1. This will conclude the proof. Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on ǫ(g), the induction basis being trivial since the unique minimum is attained only for g(λ) = I.
Let k ≤ r be the smallest integer such that im A k ⊂ V , where V is any maximal isotropic subspace containing V 1 . Since A 0 = I and as noted above, V 0 = C n unless g is the constant identity loop, we can assume k ≥ 1.
We consider first the case that k > 1. Then by definition of V k−1 , we have
since all the other summands vanish either because v ∈ K l , or because V is isotropic and for all indices i, j ≥ k, the images im A i and im A j are in V .
We have A l−1 v ∈ V (as argued above), as well as
With the help of Lemma 3.3 we may thus choose a two-step nilpotent, anti-self-adjoint map N of rank at most 2 with N (V ) = 0 and
and wish to show that ǫ(g) < ǫ(g) in order to use induction. To show this we have to investigate howK i = j≥i kerÃ j has changed compared to K i . Obviously,
, which means ǫ(g) < ǫ(g). This concludes the case k > 1.
Let us assume now that k = 1, i.e., that im
for all i and all v, w, so that all matrices A i are skew-Hermitian with respect to the inner product ·, · . This implies that we can find a vector v such that A r v, v = 0.
(Indeed, sA r is skew-Hermitian with respect to the standard inner product, hence isA r is a nonzero Hermitian matrix, which necessarily has a nonzero eigenvalue.) Let L be the complex line spanned by A r v. As A r v, v is a nonzero element of i R, we can, using Lemma 3.3, find a two-step nilpotent map N with
For all w ∈ ker A r we have, by (3.
This concludes the case k = 1. Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on ǫ(g).
The same argument as in the previous proposition shows that we can reduce to the following situation: V ⊃ V 1 is maximal isotropic, and for l > k > 0, we have im
and the inner product is definite on W := (V ⊕ sV ) ⊥ .
Since A 0 = I, we may define s ≥ 1 to be the integer such that
We claim that for all −s + 1 ≤ i ≤ 0,
For i = 0, this follows from (3.1): for any v ∈ K k+s ,
The vector A k (v) is therefore isotropic and perpendicular to the maximal isotropic subspace V ; it follows A k (K k+s ) ⊂ V . If we assume that we have shown (3.
since e.g. for j > 0, we have
Let l ≥ −s + 1 be such that
and choose a vector v ∈ K k+l+1 with A k−s (v) ⊥ V . It follows A k+l (v) = 0. Look at the reality condition
Let us look at the summands of (3.7) each at a time. If neither of i and j is −s and at least one, say i, is positive, the respective summand vanishes since then, im A k+i ⊂ V and im A k+j ⊂ V ⊥ . What happens if i and j are both nonpositive, and neither of them is equal to −s?
First of all, this is only possible if −s + l ≤ 0, i.e. l ≤ s. We have A k+i (v) ∈ A k+i (K k+l+1 ) and A k+j (v) ∈ A k+j (K k+l+1 ), so we see from (3.5) , that if k +l+1 ≤ k + s + 2i or k + l + 1 ≤ k + s + 2j, the respective summand vanishes. If neither of these inequalities is valid, it follows from i + j = −s + l that
If we are dealing with (3.8), we have
so by Lemma 3.3 there exists a anti-self-adjoint two-step nilpotent at most rank 2 map N with N (V ⊥ ) = 0 and N (A k−s (v)) = −A k+l (v). We claim that the loop
(g) and we may use induction.
If we are dealing with (3.9), there are three subcases. If A k−s (v), A k+l (v) ∈ i ·R, the middle summand vanishes, so the same argument as before applies with an antiself-adjoint map N sending
, we can apply Lemma 3.4 to find a rank 1 map
we want to show that the product
=:
satisfies ǫ(g) < ǫ(g). For that, we claim that
for all j ≥ 0. The first summand vanishes for j = 0 since A k−s (K k+l ) ⊂ V ⊥ by (3.6), and for j > 0 since then, im A k−s+j ⊂ V ⊥ by (3.4). The third summand vanishes trivially, so it remains to regard the second. By (3.5),
+j (K k+l+j ), so the second summand vanishes as well. Then, (3.10) shows ǫ(g) < ǫ(g).
The third case is that A k−s (v), A k+l (v) is neither real nor purely imaginary. The idea is to multiply with a simple factor of the type m to make this inner product purely real. Let N be a anti-self-adjoint map with N (V ⊥ ) = 0 and N 2 = 0 such that
Lemma 3.3 allows us to do so since
Consider the product
Since the kernel of N contains V ⊥ , we haveÃ i = A i for all i > k + l, and for i ≤ k + l, they differ only by endomorphisms with values in V . We see that
so we have reduced to the assumptions of case two: we can now multiplyg with a simple factor of the type n α, s+l 2 ,N for an appropriate N as explained in the previous case.
By the above discussion, we use Lemma 3.3 to construct m α,k,N , rank N ≤ 2 to prove Propositions 3.6 and 3.7. Though we can only choose N at most rank 2 in Lemma 3.3, here we can actually reduce the value of rank of N by the factorization of m α,k,N , rank N = 2. This result can be stated as following: respect to the standard inner product. Then N s = U diag(it 1 , it 2 , 0, . . . , 0)U t for some U ∈ U n and t i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, since rank N = 2, here we can as- 
The generators for L
In this section we find generators for the group of GL(n, C)-valued rational loops satisfying the U p,q -reality condition. Besides the nilpotent loops defined in Table 3 , we also consider the projective loops p α,L , q α,β,L defined in Tables 4 and 5 below. We will prove that these nilpotent and projective loops together generate L − U p,q . The complex line L in p α,L and q α,β,L can be replaced by vector subspace V , i.e. we can also define p α,V and q α,β,V similarly. One easily sees that the first two types of simple elements satisfy the reality condition. Also, the loops p α,L already appear in [7] , Section 11. Note that the q α,β,L are products of two GL(n, C)-simple elements: q α,β,L = p α,β,L,(sL) ⊥ p β,α,sL,L ⊥ . Furthermore, there is an overlap between the first two types: Table 5 .
Compared to the nilpotent loops in Table 3 we have restricted the values of the number k. This is possible because of the following proposition: Proposition 4.1. The loops m α,k,N , k ∈ N (resp. n α,k,N , k ∈ N) can be factored as the products of some q α,β,L and m α,k,rN , k = 1, 2, r ∈ R (resp. n α,1,rN , r ∈ R).
Proof. For the factorization of m α,k,N , we just prove the case k > 2. Here we can assume rank N = 1. Assume L = im N , then by Lemma 3.3, we have L is isotropic and ker N = L ⊥ . Then choose β ∈ R, β = α, we have
Then we can use partial fraction decomposition to decompose the above formula as the product of factors of the form m α,lα,r1N , 1 ≤ l α ≤ k − 2, r 1 ∈ R, m β,l β ,r2N , 1 ≤ l β ≤ 2, r 2 ∈ R and apply the induction hypothesis, to m α,lα,r1N .
For the factorization of n α,k,N , we just prove the case k > 1. Notice
for some maximal isotropic subspace V . Then choose β ∈ R, β = α, we have
where we use π *
, then we can use partial fraction decomposition to decompose the above formula as the product of factors of the form n α,lα,r1N , 1 ≤ l α ≤ k − 1, r 1 ∈ R, n β,1,r2N , r 2 ∈ R and apply the induction hypothesis, to n α,lα,r1N .
Finally we just notice any q α,β,V can be factored as the product of some q α,β,L , then we can get the final proof of this proposition. Now we can give the proof of the generating theorem of rational loop group L − U p,q . By the discussing above, we just prove any L − U p,q can be factored as the product of some generators and a negative algebraic loop with only one real singularity.
Theorem 4.2. The rational loop group L
− U p,q is generated by the simple elements given in Table 4 if p = q and Table 5 
Observe that g is holomorphic (in particular GL(n, C)-valued) at a point α if and only if it is holomorphic at α. We proceed in three steps as in the proof of [2, Theorem 4.1].
Let us first consider the case of g having more than one singularity, and not all of them real. Let α ∈ C \ R be one of them, and choose β = α, α to be another (real or complex) singularity; if there is none, let β be an arbitrary real number. If α is a pole, write down the Laurent expansion of g in 
has a pole of lower degree at α; note that we used here that α is nonreal.
If there exist no isotropic complex lines of im
has a pole of lower degree at α.
Repeating this, we obtain a loop g without pole at α, whose Laurent expansion we write as
If g 0 is invertible, we have removed the singularity at α, so assume that g 0 is singular. As in the previous proofs, we try to reduce the order of the zero of the map λ → det g(λ) by multiplying simple factors.
such that L, L = 0, then we can reduce the order of the zero by regarding p α,L g.
Then the order of the zero is now reduced by regarding q β,α,sL g Repeating this, we obtain a loop that has no singularity at α.
If g has several singularities, but all of them are real, let α and β be two of those. Because α and β are real, the reality condition says that they are automatically poles (if e.g. α was not a pole, then g(α)
* g(α) = I and hence g(α) would be invertible). Expanding g in a Laurent series as before, it follows from the reality condition that V := im g −k is isotropic and that
for all v and w. Let L ⊂ V be a line, and let v be such that g −k (v) spans L. There are two cases: either
In the first case we claim that the product q β,α,sL g has a pole of lower degree than g at α. To see this, we calculate
In the second case, i.e. if (4.4) holds, we have
We claim that the product m α,1,N g has a pole of lower degree than g at α. We compute using N g −k = 0:
we have ker g −k ⊂ kerg −k as well as g −k (v) = 0, so the order of the pole at α has decreased.
Repeating this, we obtain a loop g without singularity at α. Then we can assume g is a negative algebraic loop with only one real singularity. Then Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 4.1 complete the proof.
Projective generators for
Note that the generators q α,β,L are defined via the decomposition
where L is an isotropic line (or subspace). This data is clearly not preserved by the adjoint action of U p,q . In the following proposition we generalize the q α,β,L to an Ad U p,q -invariant set of rational loops. 
and these three projections are naturally denoted by
Conversely, for any rank 1 projection π satisfying ππ * = π * π = 0 and for which Im(π) and Im(π * ) are two isotropic complex lines in general position, we recover the above construction via
, where we denote by L and K also the basis column vector of the respective line. It is easy to check that π *
In particular, when K = sL, the above loop g α,β,L,K,W is identical to q α,β,L in Table  4 or 5.
The conditions for the above construction are all naturally Ad U p,q -invariant. We have noted recently that a sim lar construction was given by Terng-Wu [10] in the case of O p,q , and we will present the corresponding projective generators in a subsequent work.
When no confusion arises, we denote the three projections simply by π L , π K and π W . We will also use the notation
It will turn out that the projective loops g α,β,L,K,W and p α,L together generate the whole group L − U p,q , similar to L − GL n C and L − GL n R, see Theorem 5.7 below. We summarize them in a table: 
To prove this generating theorem, it is, by Theorem 4.2, enough to show that the nilpotent loops m α,k,N , n α,k,N in Tables 4 and 5 To show the difference between the general projection π L,K ⊥ and the Hermitian orthogonal projection π L,sL ⊥ , we choose K to be a simple geometric perturbation of L and obtain the following interesting formulas.
Lemma 5.3. Choose a basis of any isotropic complex line
and K are two isotropic lines in general position: L, K = 0, and
which are all anti-self-adjoint and 2-step nilpotent.
Proof. Direct computations based on the formula π L,
We observe that N in Lemma 5.2 has exactly the same form as the above difference or product, since the Möbius transformation 
The above Lemma 5.3 however gives less trivial formulas:
where N := (1+e i θ ) 2(1−e i θ ) LL t s is anti-self-adjoint and 2-step nilpotent. One geometric meaning of the first equality is that Im(I −π −π * ) or L ⊥ ∩ sL ⊥ is inside ker π, and is actually equal to W .
In fact, one hint for our factorization of nilpotent loops was this factorization of N as the product of some projections. Hawkins-Kammerer proved in [3] that any singular finite-dimensional linear operator can be factored as the product of some projections.
Recall that the original q α,β,L is identical to g α,β,L,sL,L ⊥ ∩sL ⊥ , and can be written usingπ = π L,sL ⊥ as: Tables 4 and 5 can be factored as the product of some g α,β,L,K,W .
Proof. For a nilpotent loop m α,k,N as defined in Tables 4 and 5, we apply Lemma 5.3 to the isotropic complex line im N . That is, we choose a basis
where L 1 and L 2 are p-and q-dimensional unit vectors, and, for θ ∈ R \ {kπ} k∈Z , define another isotropic line by
LL t s is anti-self-adjoint and 2-step nilpotent. Recall that m α,k,N has a unique real singularity α ∈ R. For any β ∈ C we compute using the above formulas together with the basic formulas π ·π =π,π · π = π, π * ·π = 0:
Choosing β = α + i , we have 2α − β − β = 0, hence it follows that m α,2,N can be factored as the product of two loops of type g.
Choosing β such that 2α − β − β = 1, we then see that m α,1,N can be factored as the product of two projective loops and one loop of type m, or four projective loops.
For the factorization of n α,1,N in Table 5 , we need another computational lemma. 
Proof. Firstly w, w = 0. Otherwise V ⊕ Cw would be a bigger isotropic subspace, contradicting to the condition that V is maximal isotropic. Recall that sgn( w, w ) = 1, if w, w > 0, and sgn( w, w ) = −1, if w, w < 0; and sv, v > 0. For convenience, denote v also by L, and denote the basis column vector of K, i.e. v + cw − sgn( w, w )sv, also by K. Then
imply the first claim.
For the second claim, we compute
, which is then selfadjoint if and only if
= − sgn( w, w ), and the claim follows. For the third claim, we first compute
⊥ , x, y, z ∈ C. u, w = 0 implies u 1 , w = 0. Then the third claim follows by the following computation:
For the last claim, we first show
, and
by (I −π −π * )π = 0; and
Proposition 5.6. The nilpotent loop n α,1,N defined in Table 5 can be factored as the product of some g α,β,L,K,W .
Proof. By definition, N = M − M * , where M : (V ⊕ sV ) ⊥ → V is a rank 1 linear map, and V is maximal isotropic. Choosing a vector v spanning im M , and
Compute derivatives on both sides of the equation to get
Multiplying the two sides of the equation by (λ − α) 2 , and evaluating at ∞ we get
[(α j − β j )π Lj + (β j − α j )π sLj ].
i.e. 
Basic Examples
Now we give some examples of the factorizations of nilpotent loops in the cases U 1,1 and U 1,2 . They also gave the original hint for the general theorems.
We first discuss the case: U 1,1 . Let im N = C 1 e i γ t , γ ∈ R, then we can write N = r 
Open problems
We conclude the paper by formulating some open questions.
(1). Here we just study generating theorems of the simplest rational loop groups. For loop groups with other noncompact real forms, for example, U * 2n , even with the twisted forms, what are the generating theorems? (2) . The proofs of our generating theorems are somewhat indirect: we first show generating theorems using projective and nilpotent loops, and then show that the nilpotent ones are generated by the projective ones. It would be desirable to have direct proofs, avoiding the usage of the nilpotent loops.
(3). In the proof of our generating theorems, when the loop is written as the product of the generators, one needs to insert many fake singularities, leading to a long process of factorization. It would be interesting to find a set of generators that generate in such a way that fake singularities are forbidden. Maybe one needs to add more generators, for example in the U p,q case, some complexification of nilpotent loops: I + 1 (λ−α)(λ−α) N , α ∈ C \ R, N 2 = 0, N * = −N .
(4). In [1] , the authors stated that the definition of rational loop groups depends on a choice of representation. All existing generating theorems are associated with the fundamental representation. It would be interesting to prove generating theorems associated with other representations.
